Arnold’s Green Circus – Welcoming Wildlife
Since the start of its Restoration Project in 2010 and the subsequent establishment of an
(unfunded) Service Level Agreement with Tower Hamlets Council, the Friends of Arnold
Circus, together with other local volunteers and the generous support of funders like the
Tower Hill Trust, have been maintaining Arnold Circus - Boundary Gardens – so that it is
more of a garden and less of a “municipal green space”. Thanks to all that hard work it is
today a well-maintained oasis of calm just steps from the nightclubs of Shoreditch which
attracts users all year round. It is popular as a meeting place for the local community, a
lunch time venue for those working in the area and a wonder to visitors.
During the past seven years the tree canopy has grown and the shade has increased. Some
plants from 2010, unable to survive the increased shade have been removed leaving bare
patches where very little will grow. In some areas the plants were replaced with those
expected to survive the dry shade but these generally mean ferns and spring flowering
plants which generally do well. The Biodiversity Project Funding from Tower Habitats
supported by the Tower Hill Trust has been a great opportunity to add shrubs and plants to
make a significant difference to the planting and support the potential for an extension to the
wildlife corridor in this urban area. The Friends applied to participate in the scheme in order
to add colour and variety to Arnold Circus and thereby to increase Biodiversity in the area.
Our specific aims for the project were to:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Add more perennial plants
Create a hedgerow
Increase the number of evergreens and plants with berries
Provide additional bird boxes
Install bat boxes

The project took place over five months from May to September 2018.
May
We were notified that The Friends of Arnold Circus were to receive funding from Tower
Habitats for plants to increase biodiversity in the area and set about clearing away debris
and dead leaves as well as tidying some of the grasses and Agapanthus as they looked
messy after the cold spell. We also planted a Hazel tree donated by Leila’s Shop as the
leaves provide food for the caterpillars of many moths, including the large emerald, small
white wave, barred umber and nut-tree tussock.
We noticed that, in growing thicker, the canopy had created more dappled shade and thus
we reviewed the plants that we had originally planned to use to ensure that we could still
meet our aims. We also faced challenges with the irrigation system ahead of the new
planting with no water coming out, so while waiting for the Council to fix it watering had to be
done by hand with hoses.
Although by the end of May we had
already placed our first order for plants,
delivery was delayed due to the bank
holidays and the busy season and so
could not be delivered until the first
weeks of June. We therefore decided to
buy some plants locally as this would
start us off and we were fortunate in
having additional volunteers at the time
to help with planting.
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We planted:
5 Tellima (Fringe Cups),
6 Tiarellas (Foam Plant).
5 Nepeta
1 Dianthus
2 Salvia Amisted
All these perennials are long flowering and the aim was that they would
last throughout the summer and attract a myriad of insects. They are
also tried and tested as being able to thrive under the shady conditions at Arnold Circus.
Volunteers also cleared an area of dried Bluebell leaves and rusty Periwinkle (Vinca Major)
to make way for the Hedgerow or ‘Wildlife Super Highway’ as we have named it. The aim
was to create a swathe of planting to provide flowers and
berries throughout the year. Once established, the
“Super Highway” will attract birds and insects and provide
sheltered foraging and movement between areas.
Unfortunately, we continued to face challenges with the
irrigation as it was still not working properly.
June
We were excited to see a
fledging European Gold Finch
at the beginning of the month.
It waited patiently on a low
branch while its parents
collected food. It was there for
quite some time and posed for
photos before the parents came and it flew up into the Bird
Cherry tree.
Unfortunately, the bandstand was attacked with graffiti but the
Council painted over it. Another major challenge is litter. It is a
constant battle to wash out/sweep away and would be a losing
battle without the tireless efforts of our gardener Andy and the volunteers.
We noted that the Stinking Irises were in flower - pale blue and yellow. We planted more
locally bought plants to add colour amongst the grasses.
We Planted:
5 Red Valerian (Centranthus)
2 Achillea
1 Sarcoccoca.
As well as tidying grasses and clearing
leaves we chopped low branches on a
Bird Cherry to let more light in and
added the larger logs to our small log
pile (for insects).
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The first delivery of plants arrived on 8th
June and we planted:
3 Ferns
3 Geranium
‘Johnson’s Blue’
Eryngium ‘Picos
Amerthyst’.
In the ‘Wildlife Super
Highway’ we planted:
10 Butchers Broom (Ruscus Aculeatus)
3 Sarcococca Ruscifolia
Unfortunately, irrigation pipes were
punctured during the planting and had to
be repaired.
The Open Gardens and Squares
Weekend took place on 10th June and
we were grateful for the wonderful
assistance
of 4 additional volunteers from the Open Gardens team.
We planted:
6 Sarcoccoca confuse (NE bed behind bench)
4 Sarcoccoca ruscifolia (near the compost bin)
Andy walked around with
Open Garden Squares
volunteers and visitors
discussing plants and the
history of the garden. He
also tidied the beds opposite
Hurley House, Palissy Street
& Chertsey House, removing old Daffodil, Bluebell and
Sedge leaves. During the exceptional heat of this summer
the irrigation system installed in 2010 really faltered and all
the new planting was suddenly under threat of dying. During
this time at least the Wildlife Super Highway, where most
planting was taking place, was being irrigated well enough
to keep the plants alive. Here the blackbirds were enjoying
the worm hunt and kept us company while we planted. In other areas Andy and volunteers
were weekly repairing irrigation pipes which had been bitten through by rats.
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This month not only did Kathi & Peter from Habi-Sabi deliver the bat and bird boxes we
ordered, but also took the time to advise us
where we might position them. Some lower
branches of the Bird Cherry tree were
obstructing the stairs so for safety reasons
Andy and Neil cut off a few lower branches and
added the larger pieces to the insect log pile.
We planted 5
Valerian opposite
Virginia Road
School between
Epimediums &
Sedges, arranged
around the site in bare areas, to add colour and attract insects.
2 Sarcoccocas were added to the Wildlife Super Highway.
Upon inspection of some of the bare patches in the beds
(mainly under the South side Bird-Cherry tree) we noted that
even the ferns were not doing well and there were lots of bare
patches. The only plants spreading were Epimediums so we
decided to order more of these as we knew they would work
and give evergreen cover and spring flowers. We also noticed an (unidentified!) insect that
would hop or glide to another bed as we watered this area. Possibly a moth….so at least
some wildlife likes these conditions! This is good news for the bats recently sighted foraging
over Arnold Circus. Despite the shade there are quite a few more Hollyhocks in flower and
we planted three small rose bushes to add colour and scent to the Super Highway.
July
The unusual intensity of the summer heat had really affected
the new planting as well as many of the established plants.
One irrigation pump had broken down and two others were
being damaged by rats gnawing through the pipes. Every
Friday Andy had the sprinklers on and our wonderful
volunteers watered the plants during the week to keep them
alive. Lots of dead and dried
up plants were cleared at this
time mostly Geraniums
(Cranesbills), mainly on upper
South beds. Some of the new
planting failed, mainly Sarcococca, and were cut back or
removed. We tidied up the
ferns and removed garlic
mustard, dried up geraniums
and dead flowers from
Hellebores on the upper North
West bed. While cutting back
some ferns opposite Virginia
Road school we noticed bees
moving about at the base of one of the ferns. It appeared to
be a bee burrow so we left it alone! We had ordered a wide
variety of Cranesbills for colour and cover and began the task
of placing these into the Wildlife Super Highway.
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We planted: 3 Geranium macrorrhizum ‘White Ness’ Geranium psilostemon in other areas
offering suitable conditions. The evergreen Cranesbill we had ordered was not available but
we still hoped that the others would survive the drought and make a good show. Perennial
Geraniums do well in many areas on Arnold Circus.
While planting we noticed a creature we had not really seen before …a little green
grasshopper, as well as a small white moth.

One of the unexpected outcomes from the work of the Friends in making Arnold Circus so
inviting is that it has become a very desirable site for filming. This month there was filming
for a Sky series and this can present a challenge when trying to maintain the space when
Andy’s time and the time of our volunteers is restricted. However, the Sky film crew were
gratifyingly complimentary about the garden, as was Duncan Cargill, a garden designer who
used the Circus during his studies, and came back to visit.
Another unexpected consequence of the dry weather is
that lots of bark fell from the London Plane trees. This
month, as an experiment we planted Omphalodes under
the Bird Cherry tree south as well as Epimediums 6 Epimediums - orange E. warleyense
6 Epimedium E. x rubrum)
3 small blue flowered Omphalodes.
At this stage we reviewed what had worked best so far and decided to plant even more
Epimediums, ferns (to fill in the bare patches under the North
East Bird Cherry) and to add Liriope to the edge of the
Wildlife Super Highway as a lower leafy grassy covered
border for birds and insects. Liriope flowers late, survives
some partial shade, gives autumn colour and provides
places for insects to hide.
Scott Pickering from the Council came to check the irrigation
pumping stations and at the pump opposite Virginia School
he found the pump had failed and the whole bunker was
flooded. The broken pump was removed and a new one
ordered. Fortunately, all the other sections were working,
but just days later Andy spotted two major leaks from the
irrigation system which were the result of rat bites. He was
able to repair the leaks but it is a constant challenge and
Andy regularly has to request pest control visits from the Council.
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August
As the heat continued Andy and the volunteers were continually watering each week and
repairing damaged pipes. As the main holiday month of the year most volunteers were away
so there was very little planting done although they did manage to plant 5 quite large
Sarcoccoca confusa (which had been saved from a garden where they were longer needed)
to replace those that had not survived the drought, despite watering.
Tower Hamlets Pest Control came to deal with the increase
in rodents and left warning notices on the railings.
We chopped down all the Hollyhocks and spread the seeds
and pulled out all the Red Campion we could find as well as
the annual grasses. We also cut down the Hedge
Woundwort as it had gone to seed.
We planted :
10 Rudbeckia Goldstrum from Columbia Road Flower
Market into the Wildlife Super Highway.
9 more Rudbeckia next to Agapanthus on lower South bed
The good news this month is that some of the plants cut
back a few weeks earlier have revived due to the rain with
new leaves and flowers. This was just as well as all
irrigation was either not working or turned off due to rat
damage - even the resident Arnold Circus cat does not appear to deter them and Andy
regularly finds fresh rat holes.
September
Ken Greenway from Tower
Hamlets Cemetery Park
came to give advice on
where to hang our bird & bat
boxes, what to hang them
with, and suggested tree
surgeons to install them.
We planted:
3 Viburnum opulus
‘Compactum’
Callicarpa Issai
Honeysuckle ‘Serotina’
10 Ferns (Columbia Road) to add to those under the NE facing Bird Cherry Tree where they
work well. We noted lots of white Ivy leafed Cyclamens peeping through in many areas and
bees busy among them in the Wildlife Super Highway.
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We planted:
6 white Japanese
Anemones ‘Honorine
Joberts’ on the upper
SW bed, near Calvert
Avenue steps, plus one
odd Rudbeckia.
Neil (one of the Friends’
trustees) bought the
fixings for the bird boxes
and in a great
afternoon’s work six bird
boxes were fixed to the trees - all north facing for small
birds.
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The Hedgerow or Wildlife Super Highway

Before
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After

Alicia planting one of three Viburnham Opulus into
The Wildlife Super Highway already planted with 10
Butchers broom, 3 Sarcococca, 3 wild roses, a
variety of Cranesbill, Nepita and 10 Rudbeckia. While
digging in the new plants we noticed lots of Spring
flowering bulbs. The Ivy leafed Cyclamens are now
appearing.
Still to go in this area are:
6 Liriope muscari ‘Big Blue’
6 Liriope spicata ‘Gin-ryu’ Silver Dragon
3 Aster ‘Monch’
Winter Aconites

The Friends of Arnold Circus from the outset has sought to widen the accessibility of
Boundary Gardens as a community resource. FOAC’s founding in 2004 was an urgent
response to the on-going neglect of a very special space that – because of untended
overgrowth and anti-social behaviour – had degenerated into a no-go area that even local
people avoided because of a lurking sense of menace. Through progressive community
care, over time, the space has been transformed so that it has become a favoured
destination for people - both locals and visitors alike - who come to savour the recreational
calm and admire the restorative sense of flora and fauna, lovingly tended.
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In 2010 FOAC entered into a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets which was a much-needed accelerated injection of works to renew the
community facilities at this, the central radiating hub of the Boundary Estate, an historic
experiment in public housing. However, both plant and wildlife need to establish, over time,
their own natural rhythm and sense of ownership of their habitat. With this Biodiversity
Project Grant from Tower Habitats, supported by the Tower Hill Trust, the gardens on the
circus are now increasingly accessible to a wide range of birds, bats, and insect life. The
planting of more berry-producing perennials will create a more sustainable natural habitat
and a wildlife super highway brimming with renewed life. Gardens are a vital resource for
wildlife, providing corridors of green space allowing species to move about. This project
bodes well for the future and the fulfilling of the vitalising potential of the gardens on Arnold
Circus.
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